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Abstract

ᵣᶁᶍᶌᶍᶋᶇᶁ

In this paper, we propose a visualization method for
global dynamics. Global dynamics of various events
and statistics are important to analyze complex international issues such as environmental, economic and
political problems. We have been developing a system
which can extract a co-occurrence network of statistical terms based on a sufﬁx pattern matching. However, the network structure consisting of thousands of
statistical terms is too complicated to understand their
causal relations brieﬂy. So we propose a method for
simplifying the network structure based on network
complexity and language expressions. Our experimental result shows that a clique of the statistical terms
corresponds to a certain topic or issue and causal relations can be described as a chain of the cliques on
the network structure.
Keywords: Global Dynamics, Co-occurrence Network, Statistical Terms

1 Introduction
In our modern society, since various events and phenomena can interact each other, a local solution for a
single problem may cause unexpected consequences.
To solve complex problems such as issues about oil
prices and global-scale climate change, we have to
ﬁgure out global dynamics between various phenomena. Multimodal Summarization for Trend Information task (MuST)[5] is important because it can summarize and visualize trend information from various
real world events.
Our research focus is on the extraction and visualization of a global dynamic network. An overview of a
global dynamic network (Fig. 1) depicts that an event
can affect other events in different domains. We exploit co-occurrence network of statistical terms[8, 7],
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Figure 1. Global Dynamic Network
because statistical terms, like ”birth rates,” and ”unemployment rates,” have quantiﬁed values derived by
measurment of events and phenomena in real world.
We expect that observation of co-occurrence network
of statistical terms can enhance our understanding of
causal relations between various events. We have been
developing an extraction method based on sufﬁx patterns such as ” (rates)” and ”Ձ֨ (prices),” and also
studying on functional dependencies between statistical terms.
However the structure of statistical term network is
too complex to visualize. The reasons are two fold
- (1) Network structure complexity and (2) Semantic
structure complexity of statistical terms.
(1) Network structure complexity is derived from
many nodes and edges in the network and also the existence of hubs co-occurring with too many other statistical terms. For instance, ”ਓ( ޱpopulation)” and
”גՁ (stock prices)” can be huge hubs because they
are often written with other statistical terms in newspaper. These hubs can generate such a densely connected structure which is too complex to observe the
relationship between nodes.
(2) Semantic structure complexity is derived from
modiﬁers of statistical terms. For example, there are
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same statistical terms with different modiﬁers, ”ࣦۀ
 (unemployment rates)”, ”ΞϝϦΧͷࣦ( ۀunemployment rates in America”, ”ࠃͷࣦ( ۀdomestic unemployment rates)”, ”உੑͷࣦ( ۀmale
unemployment rates)” and ”6 ݄ͷࣦ( ۀunemployment rates in June).” In previous work, we classiﬁed
these modiﬁers into four groups which represent the
condition of statistics, i.e., object, subject, time span
and region[8]. However, it is still unclear whether we
can treat all these statistical terms as ”ࣦ( ۀunemployment rates)” or we have to treat them differently.
In this paper, we propose a simpliﬁcation method
of statistical term network based on both network and
semantic structure complexity.

suffixes䠖䛂ྎᩘ(the
suffixes䠖䛂ྎᩘ(thevolume)䛃
volume)䛃
Non-annotated
Non-annotatedcorpus䠖䛂䞉䞉䞉ቑ䛘䛶䛚䜚䝡䞊䝹䛾ฟⲴྎᩘ䛜䞉䞉䞉䛃
corpus䠖䛂䞉䞉䞉ቑ䛘䛶䛚䜚䝡䞊䝹䛾ฟⲴྎᩘ䛜䞉䞉䞉䛃
1) Set a starting point in a sentence where morphemes match the
suffix of seed words.
䞉䞉䞉 ቑ䛘 䛶 䛚䜚 䚸 䝡䞊䝹 䛾 ฟⲴ ྎᩘ 䛜 䞉䞉䞉
䞉䞉䞉 䛒䜛 ሙྜ 䛷䛿 䝔䝺䝡 䛾 ⏕⏘ ྎᩘ ➇த 䞉䞉䞉
2) If the morpheme right after the starting point is noun, find next
starting point.
䞉䞉䞉 ቑ䛘 䛶 䛚䜚 䚸 䝡䞊䝹 䛾 ฟⲴ ྎᩘ 䛜 䞉䞉䞉

noun

䞉䞉䞉 䛒䜛 ሙྜ 䛷䛿 䝔䝺䝡 䛾 ⏕⏘ ྎᩘ ➇த 䞉䞉䞉
3) Scan leftward from the starting point to find the morpheme which is
neither noun nor specific particles.
䞉䞉䞉 ቑ䛘 䛶 䛚䜚 䚸 䝡䞊䝹 䛾 ฟⲴ ྎᩘ 䛜 䞉䞉䞉
Not
noun

noun

particle noun

4) Extract morphemes between starting point to ending point as
statistical terms.
䞉䞉䞉 ቑ䛘 䛶 䛚䜚 䚸 䝡䞊䝹 䛾 ฟⲴ ྎᩘ 䛜 䞉䞉䞉
Statistical term

2 Related Works
Information Compilation is a fundamental technology that handles various information intelligently in
order to enhance users’ understanding of the information and to provide users with access to the information. MuST is one of tasks in this research area.
Related works for building statistical term networks
can be divided into two areas; extraction of statistical
terms and ﬁnding the causal relations.
As the statistical terms extraction technique, Saito
et al.[9] proposed a method using numerical expressions and their surrounding syntactic patterns which
consists of certain word classes and particles. Fujihata
et al.[1] utilized rules of dependency structure to extract numerical expressions and statistical terms. Mori
et al.[6] deﬁned statistical expression tags for a machine learning- based information extraction. While
we exploit lightweight pattern matching focusing on
common sufﬁx of statistical terms.
For discovering causal relations, Sato et al.[10]
used speciﬁc conjunctions which imply a causality
such as ”ʙͨͨ͠Ί (since)”, ”ʙʹͬͯ (along
with)”. Another research group utilized a case
frame dictionary to extract causal relations from
sentences[11]. Inui et al.[3] reported that only 30% of
causal relation in news articles are written explicitly
with markers, but 70% of them are written implicitly
without any markers. We focused on co-occurrence
of statistical terms which can contain a wide range of
relationships, including causal relations. In this paper,
we also use a simpliﬁcation technique for visualization
of complex network structures.

3 Global Dynamics Visualization
This section describes the details of our global dynamics visualization. First, we describe a statistical
term extraction technique for building a co-occurrence
network. Next, we propose a network simpliﬁcation
method focusing on both network and semantic structure complexities.

Figure 2. Statistical term extraction Algorithm

3.1 Extraction of Statistical Terms
Our statistical term extraction approach relies on
lightweight pattern matching of common sufﬁx of statistical terms[8]. We ﬁrst prepare some statistical
terms as seed words. Next, we split each seed word
into several morphemes by using a morphological analyzer and we store the ﬁnal one-to-three morphemes
as sufﬁx. Then, we extract noun phrases which have
the same sufﬁx as the seed words. This extraction process consists of four steps, as shown in Fig 2:
1. Set a starting point in a sentence where morphemes match the sufﬁx of seed words.
2. If the morpheme right after the starting point is a
noun, ﬁnd another starting point.
3. Scan leftward from the starting point to ﬁnd a
morpheme which is neither a noun nor a speciﬁc
particle.
4. Extract morphemes between starting point and
ending point as statistical terms.
The above algorithm can extract modiﬁers which
represent region, time span and conditions in which
a statistic was computed. We assume that statistical
terms consist of modiﬁers and base forms. We also
deﬁned four categories for modiﬁers: (a) object, (b)
subject, (C) time span, and (d) region[8].
We deﬁned the base form of a statistical term as
the shortest sequence of morphemes having a statistically valid meaning. For instance, a base form of the
statistical term, ”1999 ͷΞϝϦΧͷࣦ( ۀU.S.
unemployment rates in 1999),” corresponds to ”employment rates.” (a) Object is a modiﬁer which represent measured objects such as people, organization
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and products. For example, in the statistical term ”
ΤΞίϯͷग़ՙ (the volume of shipments of
air-conditioners),” the object of measurement corresponds to ”air-conditioners.” (b) Subject is a modiﬁer which represent those who conducted the statistical measurement. For example, in the statistical term
”NEC ͷϊʔτύιίϯͷग़ՙ (the volume of
shipments of NEC’s laptop PCs),” the subject corresponds to ”NEC.” (c) Time span is a modiﬁer representing a measurement period. For example, ”9 ݄ͷ
(in September)” and ”1998 ্ظͷ (in the ﬁrst
half year of 1998)” fall into this category. (d) Region
is a modiﬁer representing a location where the statistic
value was measured. For example, ”ΞϝϦΧͷ (in
U.S.)” and ”टݍͷ (in the capital area)” fall into
this category.
To analyze a causal relationship between statistical
terms, we have to consider which modiﬁer is actually
important as the principle of causality. Consider the
statistical term ”ΞϝϦΧͷࣦ( ۀU.S. unemployment rates),” some causal relationships are regionally
speciﬁc and others may be universal. We can not decide which modiﬁer is important based on only the
modiﬁers themselves, but need to take into account the
neighboring nodes in the statistical term network.

3.2 Simpliﬁcation of Co-occurrence Network
After the extraction of statistical terms, we can construct a network by calculating co-occurrence between
the statistical terms. In this paper, we deﬁned ”the cooccurrence” as the case when two statistical terms appear in the same paragraph in a news article. In the
statistical term network, nodes correspond to statistical terms, and edges correspond to the co-occurrence
of two terms at both ends.
The statistical term network is too dense and complex to visualize relationship between terms. Fig. 3
shows an example of a statistical term network. Fig.
3 shows only terms in two hops from the statistical
term ”ϦαΠΫϧ (recycle ratio)”, but it is too busy
to observe relationships between related terms. The
main reason is some general statistical terms like ”ਓ
( ޱpopulation)” can be hubs in the network, and make
the network structure more complex by forming very
dense clusters. So we propose a network simpliﬁcation
method by reducing nodes and edges based on both
network and semantic structure of statistical terms.
Network structure simpliﬁcation was done by limiting the number of edges between nodes. We
took only top-ω edges with high co-occurrence for
each nodes. For example, suppose that a statistical term S1 co-occurred with 5 other statistical
terms {S11 , S12 , S13 , S14 , S15 } ordered by the cooccurrency with S1 . If we set ω = 3, only edges between S1 and {S11 , S12 , S13 } stay in the network and
edges between S1 and {S14 , S15 } are removed. This
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Figure 3. Statistical term network
can avoid dense clusters formed by the hubs and reveal
the principal structure of the statistical term network.
Semantic structure simpliﬁcation was done by clustering statistical terms considering a base form and
neighbors in the network. Fig. 4 shows an overview of
the proposed clustering method. In Fig. 4, two statistical terms ”ࠃͷࣦ( ۀdomestic unemployment
rates)” and ”ΞϝϦΧͷࣦ( ۀU.S. unemployment
rates)” are co-occurring with ”ֳࢧ࣋ (approval
rating for the cabinet)” and ”ࡁܦ (economic
growth).” While ”ॐॴ࣋ (gun ownership ratio)” is
co-occurring with only ”ΞϝϦΧͷࣦ( ۀU.S. unemployment rates).” In this case, we can reduce edges
to ”ֳࢧ࣋ (approval rating for the cabinet)” and
”ࡁܦ (economic growth)” by clustering ”ࠃ
ͷࣦ( ۀdomestic unemployment rates)” and ”Ξϝ
ϦΧͷࣦ( ۀU.S. unemployment rates)” using their
base form ”ࣦ( ۀunemployment rates)” as shown in
Fig. 4(b). While the relationship between ”ॐॴ࣋
(gun ownership ratio)” and ”ΞϝϦΧͷࣦ( ۀU.S.
unemployment rates)” are regionally speciﬁc topic, so
it is better to keep them without modiﬁcation.
Now, we can formalize our clustering method in the
following steps:
1. Find two statistical terms S1 and S2 consisting
of the same base form BF and different modiﬁers M , S1 = {M11 , M12 , ..., M1m , BF }, S2 =
{M21 , M22 , ..., M2n , BF }.
2. If S1 and S2 have at least one common cooccurring term in the statistical term network,
generate a new node S3 = S1 ∩ S2 and integrate edges from common co-occurring terms to
S1 and S2 .
3. If there are some nodes connecting to S1 or S2
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Figure 4. An overview of clustering based
on network structure and base form of
statistical terms

Figure 5. Degree distribution of statistical
terms

independently, keep them and their edges without
modiﬁcation.

4 Experimental Settings
We used the MuST corpus from the NTCIR-7
Workshop provided by The National Institute of Informatics. MuST corpus consists of about 420,000
Mainichi news articles from Jan. 1998 to Dec. 2001.
Some of the news articles in 27 topics, like approval rating for the cabinet and the shipping volume
of PCs, are annotated texts for numeral expression
extraction[4].
We used 86 statistical terms in the annotated corpus as the seed words for statistical term extraction,
and expanded them one hundred times (8,600 statistical terms). For the visualization of the statistical network, we used an open source software ”prefuse” provided as a visualization tool1 .

5 Results and Discussions
As a result of simpliﬁcation, the relationship between statistical terms can be observed as a chain of
cliques corresponding to speciﬁc topics. We will discuss the obtained statistical term network in the following sections.

range of degree less than 50. Although there are many
statistical terms with degree more than 50, most of
them are too broad to show in the visualization. For
example, the degree of ”Ձ֨ (price)” , ”גՁ (share
price)”, ”ۚར (interest rates)” are 701, 607 and 511
respectively. So we removed statistical terms whose
degree is more than 50 in order to visualize the relationship between more detailed statistical terms.
We also observed that higher degree limitation parameter ω can divide an original statistical term network into small clusters in which nodes are connected
each other. Usually, there are the maximum cluster
which includs most of statistical terms in the original
statistical term network and many small clusters consists of a few statistical terms. Fig. 6 shows the maximum cluster size as a function of degree limitation parameter ω. When ω = 50, the maximum cluster contained 3,862 statistical terms as nodes, and the second
largest cluster was only 20 statistical terms. The rest
of the nodes formed only small-sized clusters with less
than 5 nodes and these clusters unconnected with each
other. This tendency did not changed until ω = 20,
whose maximum cluster size was still 3,838. The maximum cluster shrank gradually when 10 < ω < 20,
and it quickly turned into pieces when ω < 10. Thus
we chose ω = 10 for the visualization because it has
very simple structure and still kept 90% of the maximum cluster from ω = 50.

5.2 Simpliﬁed Co-occurrence Network

5.1 Effect of Simpliﬁcation
Fig. 5 shows a distribution of node degree of statistical terms, which means the distribution of the number of co-occurrence terms of a single statistical term.
The solid line indicates the power law curve in the
1 http://prefuse.org/

㻝㻜㻜

Fig. 7 shows an example of the simpliﬁed cooccurrence network of statistical terms. In Fig. 7
shows related terms within two hops from the statistical term ”ϦαΠΫϧ (recycle ratio)” as well as Fig.
3. It is obvious that the network density is reduced and
it is much easier to observe relationships between sta-
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Figure 6. Maximum cluster size as a function of degree limitation ω
Figure 7. Simpliﬁed statistical term network (2 hops from "recycle ratio")

tistical terms. We can see the statistical term ”ϦαΠ
Ϋϧ (recycle ratio)” surrounded by related statistical terms such as ”͝Έͷྔ (amount of waste)”, ”ϖο
τϘτϧͷճऩ (return rates of PET bottles)” and
”ೋࢎԽૉͷഉग़ྔ (CO2 emission)”.
Fig. 8 shows the simpliﬁed statistical term network in a wide scope including related terms within
7 hops from the statistical term ”ϦαΠΫϧ (recycle ratio).” In Fig. 8, we can see chained cliques
connected by hubs in the network structure. We found
that a clique consisted of several statistical terms extracted from the same news article, and related to a
speciﬁc topic. Although these cliques do not always
have causal relations, we can ﬁgure out related topics
by tracking these cliques.
For example, the route (A) in Fig. 8 which runs
from ”ϦαΠΫϧ (recycle ratio)” to top-left shows
a trend of related topics drifting to ”gas emissions”,
”chemical emissions,” ”fertility,” and ”incidence of
testicular cancer.” The route (B) shows a similar topic
drift to the route (A). These routes are supposed to be
generated by wide attention to environmental hormone
and dioxin issues in the late 90’s when the news articles were written. The route (C) in Fig. 8 shows a
topic drift to ”propensity to consume,” ”consumption
of rice,” ”food self-sufﬁciency,” and ”Farm population.” The route (D) shows a spectrum from ”ϦαΠΫ
ϧ (recycle ratio)” to ”unemployment rates”, ”economic growth”, ”interest rates” and ”condominium
price.” In the route (E), after the topic slightly changed
into ”Resource recovery,” it jumped to unexpected categories such as ”sales of beer,” ”sales of PCs,” and
”market share.” Although these topic drifts do not always hold logical consistency, it is possible that they
may help to ﬁnd unexpected relations between statistic terms and to stretch our imagination such as chance

discovery[2].

5.3 Statistical Term Clustering
Table 1 shows examples of statistical term clustered by the proposed method. In many cases, common compound nouns in the sufﬁx of statistical terms
became new nodes by the clustering process such as
”৽ॅنண( ށnew privately-owned housing
units started)” and ”ύιίϯൢച (PC sales volume)”. There are some clustered nodes which consist
of both compound nouns and a possessive particle ”ͷ
(of)” such as ”ԹࣨޮՌΨεͷ૯ഉग़ྔ (total greenhouse gas emission)” and ””ࡊͷՁ֨ (vegetable
prices)”. These results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our clustering method.
There are also bad results of clustering. For example, clustering turned ”ϢμϠਓͷ (the number of
Jewish)” into ”ਓͷ (the number of people)”, and ”
ࣄ࣌ނͷঢ়( گsituation of the accident)” and ”ఆ࣌
ͷঢ়( گsituation at retirement)” into ”࣌ͷঢ়( گsituation at some point)”. We may avoid these cases by
adding a heuristic like ”Do not split compound nouns
for clustering.”

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a simpliﬁcation method
of co-occurrence network structure to visualize global
dynamics. We simpliﬁed the complex statistics term
network by reducing nodes and edges considering both
network and semantic structure of statistical terms. In
the experiment conducted on news articles, we found
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Figure 8. Simpliﬁed statistical term network (7 hops from "recycle ratio")

that chained cliques in the statistical term network can
represent relationships between speciﬁc topics. In future work, we would like to develop a method to treat
the direction of causalities and also make the system
scalable for large corpora like the World Wide Web.
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